
Segregation IN WWII



BLACK AND WHITE
- BLACK and white 

soldiers who were 
divided at home 
were bonded on 
the battlefield. 

- The US 12th 
Armored Division 
was 1 of only 10 US 
divisions during 
World War II that 
had integrated 
combat companies. 



UNWELCOMED HOME
- Despite the overarching 

segregation, more than 1 
million African Americans 
fought for the US Armed 
Forces DURING WWII. 

- After battling for freedom 
worldwide, THEY returned 
home to find themselves 
faced with the existing 
prejudice and “Jim Crow” laws, 
which imposed “separate, but 
equal” segregation. 



Artists AbductedView
Only

Jazz musician 
Valaida Snow was 
was arrested and 

imprisoned in 
Copenhagen.

Freddy Johnson 
was arrested in 
Amsterdam and 
interned at the 

Tittmoning 
prisoner-of-war 

camp



German Hatred
- Persecution of Black 

people occurred despite 
their relatively small 
presence in Germany. 

- They accounted for 
roughly 20,000 people 
out of an overall 
population of 65 million 
by 1933.

- they were also victimized 
by the Nazi regime after 
Being caught in German- 
occupied Europe Or held 
as prisoners of war.



German Hatred
- The children of African 

soldiers serving with 
French troops and German 
women were viewed as a 
threat.

- The Nazis referred to them 
as the “Rhineland Bastards.”

- In Mein Kampf (My Struggle), 
Hitler charged that “Jews 
had brought the Negroes 
into the Rhineland with the 
clear aim of ruining the 
hated white race by their 
bastardization.”



Tuskegee Airmen
- civil rights groups 

pressed the government 
to provide training for 
black pilots on an equal 
basis with whites. 

- fighter pilots were 
trained as a part of the 
Army Air Force, but only 
at a segregated base in 
Tuskegee, Alabama. 

- Hundreds of airmen were 
trained and many saw 
action.



inclusive Comics
All-Negro Comics #1 

Published in 1947
--

The first non-stereotypical 
comic book entirely comprised 
of fictional Black characters  

Black Panther is the first 
superhero of African descent 

in mainstream American comics
--

first appearing in Fantastic 
Four #52 (July 1966) 
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